SFA’S WINTER BREAK 2017 RECOMMENDATION LIST

From viewers like you

BOOK

- **Alphabet of Thorn**
  About: Librarians, time travel, and the fact that libraries are home to both.
  Aspects: Fantasy
  Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], I can't remember anything that was in this book except librarians and time travel, but I know I enjoyed it

- **American Gods**
  About: America is no place for gods, but they're here anyway.
  Aspects: Fantasy, Adult-Focused
  Content Warnings: Gore, Eye Trauma, Pregnancy, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Sexual Assault -- Discussed/Mentioned (as slang, casual), Sexual Content, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Oh gods, so much

- **Ancillary Justice**
  About: sci-fi starring an AI who used to be a spaceship on a revenge quest
  Aspects: Sci Fi
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Needles, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], making people into meatbodies for AIs, colonialism, massacres

- **Bards of Bone Plain**
  About: Phelan is an apathetic graduate student at a school for bards; forced into the profession by his unmusical father, Phelan just wants to find an easy topic for his final thesis and finish school forever. But when a foreign bard arrives in court with wild music that entrances everyone around him, Phelan becomes unwittingly involved in a dangerous and legendary plot hundreds of years old.
  Aspects: Drama, Fantasy, Celtic-inspired fantasy
  Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], I can't remember any warnings

- **Beanstalk** (by E Jade Lomax)
  About: four misfits with secrets in the same study group at a school for heroes fight monsters. really good writing and character stuff.
  Aspects: Fantasy
  Content Warnings: Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence

- **The Book of the New Sun**
  About: Philosophical and meditative dense sci-fi work of an older generation. Many
threads unexplained, so ripe for (conspiracy) theory. Themes include the nature of time, destiny, identity, and power.

Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi, Fantasy

Content Warnings: Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **The Book Thief**
  About: A young girl living in Germany during WWII steals forbidden books and uses words to escape her world. Not really sci-fi or fantasy, but definitely speculative, since the narrator is Death.
  Aspects: Drama
  Content Warnings: Gore, Character in coma, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Set in WWII Germany, so lots of war-related violence, Nazism, oppression, and general extremely grim overtones

- **Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency** (also a Doctor Who story)
  About: A young man stands in his staircase, trying to figure out how there's a couch in it. One of his college friends is scamming rich old ladies as he claims to understand "the fundamental interconnectedness of all things." These circumstances intersect in an utterly baffling way. Also, The Doctor is there, but he's not The Doctor because this didn't end up being a Doctor Who episode.
  Aspects: Comedy, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi, Mystery
  Content Warnings: Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Discworld** (series)
  About: The world sits on the backs of four elephants, which stand atop a turtle, which swims through space. Magic, morality, and narrative causality abound.
  Aspects: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Parody, EVERYTHING, eventually
  Content Warnings: [Recommender has chosen not to include warnings]

- **Dune**
  About: A young dude ends up on a desert planet, from which a very valuable commodity essential to the function of the empire comes. Then he kinda becomes Jesus, with the involvement of giant worms.
  Aspects: Sci Fi
  Content Warnings: [Recommender has chosen not to include warnings], I can't remember any warnings for Dune.

- **Every Heart a Doorway**
  About: a murder mystery set at a school for children who wandered into fantasy worlds and then came back (unwillingly)
  Aspects: Fantasy
  Content Warnings: Gore, Eye Trauma, Needles, Miscellaneous Violence, transphobia,
- **The Expanse Book 1: Leviathan Wakes** (by James S.A. Corey)
  *About:* In this near-future series, Earth and Mars are military hegemonies occupying colonies and stations in the asteroid belt and the moons of the outer planets, struggling with anarchists and guerilla fighters for control of valuable resources. An eclectic cast of characters from all over the solar system find themselves caught in a murder mystery/conspiracy that causes war to break out, while also revealing much darker forces at play.
  This book is unlike any scifi novel I have read so far, in the sense that it makes spaceflight seem so real. There is a real sense of the darkness between outposts, and dependency upon physics. There is a seamless blending of micro human drama with macro issues that challenge civilizations, and the best part is that every book in the series introduces a new aspect to series.
  There is a TV series based upon the books, but I feel that it fails to capture the diversity and scope present in the books.
  *Aspects:* Drama, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi, Adult-Focused
  *Content Warnings:* Gore, Sexual Content, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]. Space battles, lots of people die, some major body horror later on in the book, racism/ableism (hard to say which because a disability category takes on the sociological role of a class/race), eldritch horror

- **The Fifth Season**
  *About:* geology, magic, persecution, society, family, its really good and hard to describe
  *Aspects:* Fantasy
  *Content Warnings:* Gore, Pregnancy, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Sexual Content, Miscellaneous Violence, Domestic violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], slavery, child death, abuse

- **Finn Family Moomintroll**
  *About:* Moomintroll and his friends discover a magic hat, and have a very interesting summer!
  *Aspects:* Fantasy, Child-Focused, Children's book, adorable
  *Content Warnings:* No warnings apply

- **The Gods Themselves**
  *About:* Life as seen through totally alien eyes: gaseous form, no sense of written law/history, three genders. A fascinating read!
  *Aspects:* Sci Fi
  *Content Warnings:* [Some warnings may be forgotten], Non-sexual reproductive content?

- **The Golem and The Jinni**
  *About:* Two mythical creatures have found themselves in New York City in 1899. Follows
their story of survival and self-discovery. Most beautiful, absorbing descriptive writing I have ever read. Awesome blend of rich historical setting and fantasy mythos and psychology.

Aspects: Fantasy

**Content Warnings:** Self-Harm, Sexual Content, One character tries to commit suicide, Some unpleasant sexual content (relationship between very young girl and much older man)

- **Hyperion** (and sequel)
  
  **About:** Future pilgrimage to planet with a mysterious creature that kills and gives pain that has recently become the idol of a cult. Each pilgrim has a reason for the pilgrimage and backstory. Inspired by and references Chaucer, Keats, and other classic literature.
  
  **Aspects:** Drama, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi
  
  **Content Warnings:** Gore, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell** (also a miniseries)
  
  **About:** The recovery/rediscovery of English magic by two gentlemen of very different natures around the time of the Napoleonic wars. The book is written as if it were scholarly work from the time, complete with exhaustively footnotes.
  
  **Aspects:** Drama, Fantasy, Adult-Focused
  
  **Content Warnings:** Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Creepy magic stuff

- **Neuromancer**
  
  **About:** Pre-internet ideas about what the internet could end up being like. Also, crime, street samurai, and a feeling of reading something of historical import.
  
  **Aspects:** Sci Fi, Adult-Focused
  
  **Content Warnings:** Eye Trauma, Character in coma, [Some warnings may be forgotten], This book has a whole lot of stuff in it, my friends.

- **Oathbringer**
  
  **About:** 3rd book in storm light: so spoilers, but it is high fantasy with cool magic system and in a new world
  
  **Aspects:** Fantasy
  
  **Content Warnings:** Miscellaneous Violence

- **Old Kingdom** (series)
  
  **About:** In a world of magic adjacent to the world of the mundane, strange powers can summon the dead back to the land of the living, or vice versa! Sabriel, raised in the magicless kingdom, claims her destiny as the greatest of the anti-necromancers as she learns to replace her father as Abhorsen.
  
  **Aspects:** Drama, Fantasy, Teen-focused, action
  
  **Content Warnings:** Character in coma, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Dead people,
body horror

- **The Riddlemaster of Hed**
  About: A dude with a weird birthmark learns to play the harp and goes to find God.
  Aspects: Fantasy
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Shades of Grey** (Jasper Fforde)
  About: A dystopian society where one's rank depends on how color-blind one is not.
  Bizarre premise, fascinating plot, excellent characters.
  Aspects: Comedy, Sci Fi, Fantasy, ???
  Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], I can't remember any warnings.

- **The thief** (by megan whalen turner)
  About: in a greek-inspired fantasy world, a thief is brought out of prison to steal a divine stone that grants rulership of a country. brilliant plot twists.
  Aspects: Fantasy
  Content Warnings: Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **The Vorkosigan Saga** (series)
  About: A young man with physical disabilities does amazing things.
  Aspects: Sci Fi
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Needles, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Gun Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

**COMIC/WEBCOMIC**

- **17776 - What Football Will Look Like in the Future** (Web Original)
  About: In the distant future, some AI have conversations and ponder football. Everything else is a massive spoiler.
  Aspects: Drama, Sci Fi, Mystery with no horror elements
  Content Warnings: Not really anything

- **Ava's Demon**
  About: A young girl, name of Ava, has some problems with anger. These problems get much worse when she strikes a deal with a demon, who is pretty literally Wrath personified.
  Aspects: Drama, Sci Fi, Fantasy, Child-Focused, HORROR
  Content Warnings: Gore, Eye Trauma, Needles, Gun Violence, It starts out pretty tame, but in some of this year’s updates, people die A Lot.

- **Cucumber Quest**
  About: A young rabbit, name of Cucumber, is the legendary hero destined to defeat the
Nightmare Knight, who has been summoned to take over the kingdom! He doesn't wanna. His sister would much rather do it for him, but destiny is destiny. Now they'll both venture to all the kingdoms to unlock the powers that will allow them to save the world! Or something!

Aspects: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Child-Focused, Video Game -style story

Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], It's really cute

- **Demon Street**
  
  About: Bits of the world are going missing, and people are going with them. Some of those who find themselves in the new world, a demon world, get crazy powers. Most are just missing, so the people with crazy powers are trying to find them.

  Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Fantasy, Canonically queer characters

  Content Warnings: Insects, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], There are a LOT of insects.

- **Paranatural**
  
  About: The new kid in town joins the paranormal-activity investigation club in his middle school, because he accidentally got a whole bunch of ghost-fighting powers. There's ghosts! There's middle schoolers! It's great!

  Aspects: Comedy, Drama, Mystery

  Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], It's pretty tame, but there might be something, I don't remember.

- **Sandman**
  
  About: The god of dreams and his interactions with the mortal world. Gives new understanding of human nature.

  Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Fantasy

  Content Warnings: Gore, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Sexual Content, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

**PODCAST/RADIO DRAMA**

- **The Adventure Zone**
  
  About: Three brothers (and their dad) play Dungeons and Dragons (and later, other games). The Adventure Zone has recently finished up its first season/campaign, detailing the hijinks of the wizard Taako, the fighter Magnus, and the cleric Merle as the three idiots get embroiled in a secret society dedicated to destroying objects of mass destruction. The first few arcs are slow, but it's pretty much: come for the jokes, stay for the unexpectedly creative, complicated and moving long-term arcs and family dynamics. In the off-season, the McElroys will be trying other tabletop games, settings and characters, with the intent of eventually finding a new long-term campaign to settle into.

  Aspects: Comedy, Sci Fi, Fantasy, Adult-Focused

  Content Warnings: Miscellaneous Violence, Spiders, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Elements of possession, undeath, ghosts, child endangerment, global conspiracy memory
 modification, body horror, poisoning (mentioned), war (mentioned), child neglect (mentioned)

- **Alba Salix, Royal Physician**
  
  About: A medical sitcom taking place in a medieval fantasy setting, Alba Salix, Royal Physician, details the experiences of the local doctor Alba Salix and her two high-spirited assistants, Holly, a Good Fairy indebted to Alba for putting up with her many mistakes, and Magnus, an ex-monk desperate to learn dark magic. Features common fairytale staples, less-common medical sitcom staples, many jokes at the expense of the healthcare system, and oddly Canadian "Brits".
  
  Aspects: Comedy, Fantasy, Adult-Focused
  
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Needles, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **The Bridge**
  
  About: In an alternate history, a bridge across the Atlantic was built in the mid-twentieth century, manned by watchtowers to help guide travelers. With the advent of air travel, it isn't used much anymore, but the watchtowers still stand. While the people who man the watchtowers keep up traffic reports and tell stories on the air, they also have other jobs: The Bridge has a dark history, and there are creatures lurking in the water...
  
  Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi, Adult-Focused
  
  Content Warnings: Animal Cruelty, Gun Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Creepy puppets, eldritch horrors, depictions of mental illness, human sacrifice

- **The Penumbra Podcast (Juno Steel)**
  
  About: The Penumbra Podcast is a collection of radio dramas (some one-offs, some serials), focusing on genre-blending and LGBTQ+ representation. Juno Steel is their longest-running serial, having just hit the mid-point of its second season; it focuses on a noir detective in the future on Mars, investigating an ancient alien conspiracy that's woven its way through his city, Hyperion City. Season two continues with some season one subplots, but also picks up a new subplot focusing on the Hyperion City mayoral election, which brings in new cyberpunk elements and follows up on season one's mentions of the corporate influence and systemic inequality in Hyperion City.

  Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi, Adult-Focused
  
  Content Warnings: Gore, Eye Trauma, Needles, Sexual Content, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Chronic depression, body horror (non-visual medium), referenced suicidal ideation, offscreen child death, references to child abuse

- **Wolf 359**
  
  About: Wolf 359 details the shenanigans of the crew of the U.S.S. Hephaestus, a space station in orbit around titular red dwarf star Wolf 359, as they attempt to search for alien communications and stave off boredom. Of course, Goddard Futuristics, the company
who hired them, may have a slightly more sinister agenda than mere shenanigans (but that's not for a while).

Aspects: Comedy, Drama, Dramedy, Sci Fi, Adult-Focused

Content Warnings: Gore, Character in coma, Needles, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Spiders, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Mentions of child endangerment, elements of possession, existential horror, brain surgery of AI, invasive and non-consensual medical procedures

**TV SHOWS**

- **Adventure Time**
  About: It's about Finn and Jake and their adventures in the land of Ooo. It takes place in the future around the year 3000, and is a mixture of Mad-Max and Dungeons and Dragons.
  Aspects: Comedy, Sci Fi, Fantasy, Adult-Focused, Child-Focused, Cartoon
  Content Warnings: Only cartoon battles

- **Bates Motel**
  About: "A contemporary prequel to Psycho, giving a portrayal of how Norman Bates' psyche unravels through his teenage years, and how deeply intricate his relationship with his mother, Norma, truly is."
  Aspects: Drama, Horror/Mystery, Live Action
  Content Warnings: Animal Cruelty, Gore, Eye Trauma, Sexual Assault -- Depicted, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Sexual Content, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Explicit nudity, Domestic violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], insanely violent and generally disturbing

- **Fruits Basket (anime)**
  About: A girl whose name is essentially John finds herself the guest of an old, cursed family. They transform into animals if hugged by a member of the "opposite sex." It's the greatest shoujo manga ever, and I assert that with supreme confidence.
  Aspects: Drama, Fantasy, Rom-com, soap opera?
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Self-Harm, Sexual Assault -- Depicted, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], Some gender essentialism

- **Fullmetal Alchemist (anime)**
  About: Alchemy is real. In order to gain, something of equal value must be lost. Nothing can equal the value of a human soul. The Elric brothers found this out the hard way. Alphonse Elric has no body anymore, and Edward Elric paid an arm and a leg to bind AI's soul to a suit of armor. Now, they're on a quest for the Philosopher's Stone, an item of incredible alchemic worth that might be able to bring AI's body back. But as they quest, they uncover horrible, horrible truths about their government, their world, and human nature.
Aspects: Drama, Sci Fi, Fantasy, Anime

Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten], I can't remember warnings, but there are some.

- **Outlander**
  About: Claire, a WW2 nurse, accidentally time travels to Scotland in the 18th century! It's wild! Shirtless scots and romance! Also great for history nerds.
  Aspects: Drama, Fantasy, Adult-Focused
  Content Warnings: Gore, Eye Trauma, Pregnancy, Sexual Assault -- Depicted, Sexual Assault -- Implied/Referenced, Sexual Content, Tooth Trauma, Miscellaneous Violence, Explicit nudity, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Red vs. Blue**
  About: A team of red guys is fighting a team of blue guys in the middle of a box canyon in the middle of nowhere. It gets complicated. A series of Halo shorts made by Rooster Teeth, now having completed 15 seasons.
  Aspects: Comedy, Sci Fi, Parody, Adult-Focused
  Content Warnings: Gore, Pregnancy, Self-Harm, Sexual Content, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence

- **Sherlock**
  About: a conceited but lovable guy in a spiffy coat solves crimes with his hopeless doctor bff. a submission to appease pilot--if you guys haven't all seen this idk what you're doing with your lives. oh and NEVER WATCH SEASON 4
  Aspects: Dрамеди, Horror/Mystery, Live Action
  Content Warnings: Gore, Character in coma, Sexual Content, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Hair/scalp trauma, Explicit nudity, [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Star Trek: Deep Space Nine**
  About: Set around the same time as Star Trek Voyager, Deep Space Nine changes the focus of the setting from exploration to a fixed point. Federation Station Deep Space Nine is a former Cardassian station orbiting the planet Bajor, recently freed from Cardassian occupation. Commander Benjamin Sisko and his crew will have to deal with politics, maintenance woes, and the fact that this star system has just become the most important place in the sector.
  Aspects: Sci Fi, Adult-Focused, Live Action
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Pregnancy, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Industrial machinery injury

- **Steven Universe**
  About: It's about a boy named Steven who is a member of the crystal gems, alien warriors who protect the earth. He's a reincarnation of his mom, his dad works at a carwash, he has a pet lion, and he lives in Beach City. The show goes into many different topics,
including political power, friendships, relationships, truth/conspiracy theories, family, guilt, and growing up. The show has strong lead female characters.

**Aspects:** Sci Fi, Fantasy, Adult-Focused, Child-Focused, Cartoon

**Content Warnings:** No warnings unless you count PG cartoon battles :)

**VIDEO GAMES**

- **Borderlands** (series)
  
  **About:** Sci-fi first person shooter (and looter) series with a particular sense of humor and surprisingly good storytelling. Tagline for Borderlands 2: A new era of shoot and loot is about to begin.
  
  **Aspects:** Sci Fi, Parody, Adult-Focused
  
  **Content Warnings:** Animal Cruelty, Gore, Eye Trauma, Insects, Self-Harm, Sexual Content, Tooth Trauma, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Cartoon vomit, Hair/scalp trauma, Industrial machinery injury, Spiders, Domestic violence, Oh, now I remember! EXPLO$II$IVE!

- **Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor**
  
  **About:** Set before the Lord of the Rings series, this third-person RPG explores the land of Mordor, its history, and killing many, many uruk. Employs the highly successful Freeflow combat system used by the Batman: Arkham series.
  
  **Aspects:** Fantasy, Adult-Focused
  
  **Content Warnings:** Animal Cruelty, Gore, Miscellaneous Violence

- **Portal** (and **Portal 2**)
  
  **About:** You are testing an experimental portal device. Continue testing. A legendary puzzle game series from Valve, featuring fluid movement systems, the GLaDOS AI, and a great number of things which have become memes.
  
  **Aspects:** Comedy, Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi
  
  **Content Warnings:** Character in coma, Miscellaneous Violence, Industrial machinery injury, Deadly neurotoxin

- **Regrowth** (Minecraft mod)
  
  **About:** The entire minecraft world has been reduced to cracked sand, dead wood, slate deposits, and ash. Using magic and the power of mods, bring the world back to life!
  
  **Aspects:** Minecraft with quests
  
  **Content Warnings:** Miscellaneous Violence, Spiders, Zombies and other minecraft beasts; the killing thereof; blood magic

- **Stellaris**
  
  **About:** A 4X (civilization-style pseudo-RTS) game from Paradox about the rise and fall of galactic civilizations. Heavily inspired by Babylon 5, Star Wars, and Star Trek.
  
  **Aspects:** Sci Fi
Content Warnings: Miscellaneous Violence, MUGANI? HAK HAK HAK!

- **SUPERHOT**
  
  About: SUPERHOT is the most innovative shooter I’ve played in years! Level-based first person shooter with a unique and fluid time stopping system. Technological horror themes.
  
  Aspects: Horror/Mystery, Sci Fi
  
  Content Warnings: Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, CAN'T STOP WON'T STOP. SUPER HOT SUPER HOT SUPER HOT

- **Transistor**
  
  About: A beautiful game with a sci-fi theme and an incredible soundtrack (from the creators of Bastion, if you doubt its pedigree). Features an unusual narrative approach where almost all dialogue is your sword talking to you.
  
  Aspects: Sci Fi
  
  Content Warnings: Character in coma, Self-Harm, Miscellaneous Violence, Spiders

- **Warframe**
  
  About: Free-to-play online third person shooter with a shockingly reasonable microtransaction model (i.e. it's easy to play without spending at all). The Tenno (space ninjas in suits of Warframe armor) have awakened form their long sleep, and go forth to understand a changed solar system. Benefits from a rapid update schedule, which has resulted in an amount of content which would be best described as ludicrous.
  
  Aspects: Sci Fi
  
  Content Warnings: Animal Cruelty, Gore, Character in coma, Needles, Self-Harm, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, Hair/scalp trauma, Industrial machinery injury, Deformed clones and zombies

**OTHER**

- **Clockwork Angels** *(Concept Album)*
  
  About: In a distant steampunk reality, one dude has a lot of feelings.
  
  Aspects: Drama, Fantasy
  
  Content Warnings: Clowns

- **Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality** *(Fanfic)*
  
  About: What if Petunia had married a scientist? What if Harry had grown up using the scientific method? Watch young Harry Potter apply science to the wizarding world!
  
  Aspects: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Parody
  
  Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten]

- **Marble Hornets** *(Youtube Series)*
  
  About: A horror series on Youtube based on Slenderman that is responsible for the internet myth's rise to worldwide recognition-the main character (Jay) tries to find out what
happened during the filming of his college friend Alex's student film Marble Hornets that caused Alex to cancel it without explanation. Upon watching the film tapes, he discovers that a mysterious and malevolent entity has tempered with them, and has begun to stalk the crew members. Paranoia, Betrayal, Mystery, Tragic occurrences and insanity ensue. LOTS of feels *cries*

*Aspects: Horror/Mystery
*Content Warnings: Gore, Miscellaneous Violence*

- **Starship** (Youtube play on the channel Team Starkid)
  *About: Think Starship Troopers meets The Little Mermaid. Bug just wants to be a Starship Ranger, but he's a bug, not a human. But when a Starship Ranger lands on his planet and is taken captive by his species, Bug realizes he has a chance to get everything he's ever wanted. By the people who brought you A Very Potter Musical. (And yes, this is also a musical).

  *Aspects: Comedy, Sci Fi, Live Action, Musical
  *Content Warnings: Character in coma, Insects, Needles, Sexual Content, Gun Violence, Miscellaneous Violence, [Some warnings may be forgotten], this is a note regarding needles: I put this there because there are giant mosquitos who suck blood*

- **Tales from Topographic Oceans** (Concept Album)
  *About: If I knew, I'd tell you. It just sounds cool.

  *Aspects: Sci Fi, Fantasy, Weird
  *Content Warnings: [Some warnings may be forgotten]*